CASE STUDY # 12

DATE: June, 2011

PATIENT: 36 year-old left-handed female

Subjective Complaint: Client presented with itchiness and redness in her left eye. She reports that the symptoms began a few hours after having a scare at her son’s school.

Observation: Client was observed to have redness with mild swelling of her left eye (conjunctivitis).

Organs Affected: Conjunctiva: Embryonic Germ Layer: ectoderm

Brain Control Centre: sensory cortex

GNM Explanation: Conjunctiva: “light” visual separation conflict (losing unexpectedly sight of somebody) as related to a partner causing ulceration of the conjunctiva during the Conflict Active Phase. During Phase A of Healing, the ulcerated area is replenished with symptoms of itchiness and swelling. The client is currently already in the healing phase and will need to identify the original conflict in order to complete the Biological Special Program (SBS) and avoid any relapses by setting on tracks.

GNM Understanding: The client understood the explanation and recognized that her conflict is related to an incident when she picked up her son from Kindergarten. That day, she was a few minutes late and her son was not in the classroom when she arrived. She reports that another Kindergarten teacher approached her and when she asked for her son, was told by the teacher that someone had already picked him up. The client states that the teacher now became really nervous and panicked and left her outside the door to wait while she went to see what happened (her DHS). She indicates that it was the longest 5 minutes of her life. When the teacher returned the client was told that her son was in the office waiting and that she had made a mistake. The client, being familiar with GNM, wondered how she was going to be affected by the shock. She states that a few hours later her left eye became red and itchy. She understood that the “visual separation” was related to the teacher who just disappeared after saying her son was taken home by someone else. She recognized that she was in the healing phase and decided to just let the Biological Special Program (SBS) run its course.

Results: The client reported on a follow-up that her eye symptoms resolved the next day.

For clarification of specific terms, visit the glossary or site search feature in our GNM website
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